**Suo Moto Disclosure**

**Departmental faculty:** -Nil,

**Faculty participating from other departments:** -18,

**Staff:** 02,

**Instructional laboratories:** Nil, (Institute’s central facilities are heavily used)

**Research laboratories:** -02,

**Central facilities:** - Nil, (Institute’s central facilities are heavily used)

**MDes students:** - 24

**BT-MDes students:** - 01

**PhD students:** -35

**PDFs:** -Nil

**Visiting faculty:** -Nil

**Adjunct faculty:** 03

**Admission criteria**

**For MDes:** - The applicant must have a bachelor’s degree in Engineering or science (4-year program), Design or Architecture with marks/CPI not below the specified minimum. Candidates holding degrees in Fine Arts or Interior Design are not eligible to apply.

**For PhD:** - The applicant must have a master's degree in engineering/design with marks/CPI not below the specified minimum. Those applicants may also be considered who have a bachelor's degree in engineering/design/architecture

or

science (4-year program) with a minimum of 75 percent marks/7.5 CPI or a master’s degree in science or an allied area while satisfying each of the following criteria: (a) a minimum of 65 percent marks/6.5 CPI in the master’s degree, (b) first division in bachelor’s degree, and (c) JRF/95 percentile or higher in GATE/CEED.

**Recruitment criteria- Not Applicable (IDP’s cannot carry out recruitments)**

**Departmental vision**

A Design Department for tomorrow’s India that offers structure in its physicality yet fluidity in its delivery empowering its various stakeholders with:

- freedom to follow their inspirations,
- confidence to address research and societal challenges grounded in Indian values,
- strive for technological superiority in the service of people rooted to designing holistically and for all and mindful of a balance in their duty to their profession, company, country and a bigger good.